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Abstract. With the development of digital technologies, big urban data is now
readily available online. This opens the opportunity to utilize new data and cre-
ate new relationships within multiple urban features for cities. Moreover, new
computational design techniques open a new portal for architects and designers
to reinterpret this urban data and provide much better-informed design decisions.
The “AI Urban Voids” project is defined as a data-driven approach to analyze and
predict the strategic location for urban uses in the addition of amenities within
the city. The location of these urban amenities is evaluated based on predictions
and scores followed by a series of urban analyses and simulations using K-Means
clustering. Furthermore, these results are then visualized in a web-based plat-
form; likewise, the aim is to create a tool that will work on a feedback loop system
that constantly updates the information. This paper explains the use of different
datasets from Five cities including Melbourne, Sydney, Berlin, Warsaw, and Sao
Paulo. Python, Osmx libraries and K-means clustering open the way to manipu-
late large data sets by introducing a collection of computational processes that can
override traditional urban analysis.

Keywords: Computational urban design · Artificial intelligence ·Machine
learning · Urban data · KMeans clustering · Data visualization

1 Introduction

By 2050, 68% of the world’s population will be living in cities. In order to adapt to
this rapid urbanization growth while making cities more sustainable, livable, and equi-
table, designers must utilize qualitative and quantitative tools to make better-informed
decisions about future cities [1]. In addition, big urban data is now readily available
online, allowing the opportunity to utilize this information to generate new urban analy-
ses between various features within the urban fabric [2]. A new digital layer can be added
toward urban complexity through the novel perspective of data accumulation. However,
despite these advancements, urban analysis and planning processes still follow the most
static models that do not fit the development of today’s cities (Jordan andMitchell 2015;
Al-Garadi et al. 2020).
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Moreover, the available urban data is vast and beyond human capability to handle;
consequently, building new tools to understand and manage such substantial informa-
tion is needed. Recently, cities are increasingly incorporating Machine Learning(ML)
applications, primarily to meet economic and sustainability goals, etc. (Li et al. 2020;
Choung and Kim 2019; Liu et al. 2017). Therefore, several approaches are presented to
model the dynamics of urban drivers as a function of the different features of the urban
form. The latest research results show that ML methods have significantly exceeded
the conventional prescriptive modelling methods of urban indicators to evolve into an
essential tool for urban planning decision-making (Ma et al. 2020; Hecht et al. 2013).
To meet the challenges of the current urban complexity of emerging big data, the mod-
elling of urban indicators increasingly exploits intelligent automatic methods using ML
algorithms which can override traditional methods.

This paper aims to investigate the role of ML in analyzing and predicting the acces-
sibility and proximity to urban features of the city of Melbourne. In addition, it demon-
strates the advantages of building new tools for prediction-based planning to accurately
define the interconnections within cities. With the availability of massive datasets, this
study integrates a Machine Learning process using (K-Means clustering) to improve
capabilities for urban planners to understand cities better. Also, It demonstrates how
technological advances in data gathering and processing can depict more aspects of
urban complexity and dynamic urban nature. However, due to the complexity of com-
putation, these technological advances are still not accessible and lack connectivity to
real-world scenarios and design practices [3]. For this reason, there is a need for urban
planners and urban designers to operate and integrate computational design processes.
Moreover, it is essential to develop new tools to have a deeper understanding of cities
and take advantage of computational design and machine learning to improve design
decisions for better cities.

2 Background

Urban indicators analysis usingMLhas been growingwith great success to address urban
planning challenges in recent years, but some are still in a very early stage of develop-
ment or have been developed as part of research without implementation on real-case
scenarios [4]. This method previously addressed some urban issues, including smart
cities, mobility, climate, density, and energy. However, the evolution of that research
indicates a promising future and outcome for ML application in this area [2]. In contem-
porary research, the ML algorithms applied are deep learning, artificial neural networks
(ANN), support vector machines, neuro-fuzzy, and decision trees. These methods are
usually used to classify information and create predictive models [5]. The reviewed
papers highlight applications of ML algorithms to understand trade-offs between the
city, its indicators, and urban planning. Also, to support the discussion on the role of
these methods, the implementation of ML strategies on a city scale, and the possibility
of integrating ML with other technologies.

The design of digital, smart, and connected cities is at the core of modern urban
planning (Ma et al. 2020; Middel et al. 2019; He et al. 2018). Cities must demonstrate
digital transformation and integration initiatives by creating intelligent and smart cities
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to become more influential. The Internet of Things is at the centre of the smart city and
enables the enrichment of collected urban data into Urban Big Data. These big data cap-
ture information on all urban activities and are also the ideal source for ML algorithms.
Indeed, from this big data, ML will allow the creation of AIs, allowing to make the
city more intelligent (Jordan and Mitchell 2015). But also, and most importantly, the
processing of big data by the rising power of ML algorithms will allow urban planners
to predict the city’s evolutionary trends and regulate them by orienting the city’s shape
towards the most sustainable, intelligent, digital, and connected form possible. Thus,
urban data enriches the ML to create AI for IoT and intelligent urban planning, mak-
ing the city more and more intelligent, digital, and connected, which helps enhance big
urban data. Therefore, the power of ML algorithms, IoT applications, the engine of AI,
and intelligent urban planning are crucial for addressing the challenges of the smart city
(Al-Garadi et al. 2020; Jordan and Mitchell 2015).

Therefore, to develop our project AI Urban Voids, some projects were studied to
understand existing computational design processes applied to urban environments. The
Hive, for instance, is a web-based urban map that displays the building properties in
conjunction with pedestrian movements at different times of the week (https://comoti
onla.com/more-la-parking-to-places). In addition, Hive proposes a 3D urban data visu-
alization tool that helps find urban relationships between business opening hours by
integrating civic open data sets. In this case, this project was the primary reference as
an interface for urban indicators metrics and for understanding the potential for urban
tools to analyze urban activation and economy (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Simulation Platforms: Hive, and more LA.

Secondly, in another study, RE{CODE} is an urban simulation platform developed
at IAAC (Institute of Advanced Architecture of Catalonia) that modifies & understands
the existing urban fabric and proposes methods to minimize the social and economic
imbalances. The tools suggest a new rearranged urban pattern based on performance
relationships and urban dynamics, this tool supports the urban analysis for large scale
urban centers by identifying urban discrepancies and future opportunities.

Finally, MoreLA is a project developed by Superspace-Woods Bagot in the mobility
framework (https://comotionla.com/more-la-parking-to-places). This project was devel-
oped as an interactive survey and a web-based tool created to allow the final user, the
residents, to provide feedback on the future guidelines for the city of Los Angeles.
MoreLA introduces the concept of participatory design by integrating users’ opinions
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for large urban centers; this opens the opportunity to understand people’s choices in
early urban planning phases and identify urban solutions for local communities.

The overall analyses of these three projects conclude that computational design
processes & machine learning applications have recently grown in urban studies to
solve new challenges. Furthermore, data availability and accessibility of computational
tools helped enhance this growth. However, some of these urban dynamics analyses
approaches lack processes to identify the potential location for future urban amenities
based on proximity and score criteria; this is to draw a relationship between urban nodes.

There is a necessity to develop computational urban design tools to manage and
understand extensive data sets that cities are generating from time to time; this could
lead to a more dynamic process between designers, users and urban communities [6].

3 Methodology

The project is conceived as a data-driven approach to analyzing and unveiling the urban
fabric’s hidden opportunities by introducing a computational design process that cal-
culates distances and walkability using urban points of interest and existing pedestrian
networks (OSM Data & Python NetworkX). This process allows the evaluation of the
results based on clustering performance, comparing distances/areas, and introducing and
analyzing new urban amenities.

This research starts with gathering and cleaning from Open Street Maps (OSM) data
(Fig. 2). OSM Data plays an important role based on its availability aspects; however, it
also opens the questions of how reliable open-source data sets are. Therefore, the first
step is collecting and cleaning data from Open Street Maps OSM; this process opens the
possibility of bringing a structured OSM dataset for further computation.

Fig. 2. Project methodology diagram.

For the intention of this project, the data set was narrowed to three key features that
include:
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• Points of Interest (Urban Nodes)
• Pedestrian Network (Urban)
• Locations with addresses (Urban Nodes)

Points of interest were selected based on the daily usage and importance of the
services provided to cities. Some of the critical points of interest include education
facilities (primary and higher), healthcare and hospitals, nightlife and entertainment
facilities (Fig. 2). The second step began with Python NetworkX calculating distances
between amenities and ranking them based on score criteria. NetworkX is a python
library used to create, manipulate, and study the structure, dynamics, and functions of
complex networks; in this case, cities.

The third step was to cluster all scores gathered from Python and NetworkX using
K-means. K- means is an unsupervised machine learning process that helps identify
data clusters in large datasets. The identification of these clusters was later visualized
within a web interface. As a final stage, the project takes advantage of Carto as a data
visualization by linking the result of the previous computation process; furthermore,
this tool enables user interaction and data manipulation by a series of filters that display
results instantly. Finally, for later stages, Urban Voids open the opportunity to introduce
a new input where the user can introduce new urban features, whether a location or
amenity type, that will feed into the database to recalculate the scores resulting in a new
score and clustering based on the new input.

3.1 Dataset Creation (Extracting, Compiling and Clustering)

For the reliability and efficiency of the process, Python and OSMX libraries are used to
extract the data from Open Street Maps to provide the script with the city-CRS, which
extracts threemaindata frames: points of interest, pedestrian network, and address points.
After this process, the data used for K-Means clustering were cleaned and adjusted
(Fig. 3). The objective of the data cleaning was defined in three steps:

1. Build a Pandana Network–“Pandana is a Python library for network analysis that
uses contraction hierarchies to calculate super-fast travel accessibility metrics and
shortest paths.” Pandana v0.6.1 (2021).

2. Generate tags for different Points of interest.
3. Clean and provide a clear structure for different addresses in a city.

The purpose of these three objectives is to prepare the definition of processing data:

• To calculate the shortest distance from every point to an “n” number of closest points
of interest.

• To evaluate a based scoring system on the average walking time of 1.2 m/s as a normal
pedestrian pace.

• To introduce an optimized computation process to calculate distances between mul-
tiple points of interest tags. In this case, the calculation achieved for a tag: ‘bus stop’,
for the address data frame of 320 000 rows took less than 3 s.
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Fig. 3. Workflow of dataset creation.

• To achieve an output of any or all distances/walking times/individual scores/avg. &
scores for specified tags and add values straight into GeoPandas data frame.

Building scoring and walkability analysis were developed using a scoring system as
a result of the walking time from one point to another.Walking times vary between 0min
(score of 100 pts) and 70 min (score of 0 pts); using this method helped the project to
identify& classify amenities formultiple addresses. As a result of this analysis, the script
provided the number of X amenities closest to the subject address, based on multiple
criteria, as shown in Fig. 4. Traditional Urban Design analysis strategies include using
a Ped Shed Analysis that understands the proximity of urban nodes within a radius of
400, 800 and 1,200 m (5, 10 and 15 min walking distances). However, this technique
can be considered a high-level analysis tool that most of the time does not consider the
existing urban network and does not specify the relationship between multiple uses to
the specific node.

3.2 Machine Learning (K-means Clustering)

“Plot pairwise relationships in a dataset. By default, this function will create a grid of
Axes such that each numeric variable in data will be shared across the y-axes across
a single row and the x-axes across a single column. The diagonal plots are treated
differently: a univariate distribution plot is drawn to show the marginal distribution of
the data in each column.” Seaborn (2021).

For this project, a pair plot was used to understand the pairwise bivariate distribution
of multiple datasets and their relationships within the subject city (Fig. 5).

In addition, the Pearson correlation coefficient was used to understand which
attributes are linearly related to the predicted set (Fig. 6). Furthermore, a biplot overlays
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Fig. 4. Building scoring and walkability analysis.

Fig. 5. Bivariate Distributions–Pair plot for Melbourne (Transportation Cluster).

both a score plot and a loading plot onto a single graph to visualize high-dimensional
data onto a two-dimensional graph. Finally, the elbow method was used to understand
the ideal number of clusters that should be used for the clustering based on the shape
and features of the data. Then, the final clustering was plotted on a two-dimensional plot
for each category based on overall performance.
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Fig. 6. Correlation Heatmap.

4 Case Study

Melbourne city was used as a case study to test the different clusters and their rela-
tionships to examine the described methodology. For the purpose of this project, Carto
was used to create a web-based application to analyze and unveil the correlations of
urban features and their opportunities for multiple cities. In this case, opportunities are
measured based on the scoring system that provides a classification process based on
the accessibility and direct relationship within urban areas. Five cities with different
urban conditions were used as case studies for the analysis and comparison: Melbourne,
Sydney, Berlin, Warsaw, and Sao Paulo. The data visualization tool allows the user to
filter & compare the information based on the project criteria and display the number of
clusters based on the multiple uses that are part of the data set (Fig. 7).

5 Results

As a result, this study can be divided into three categories, including statistical analysis,
visualization, and web application. As shown in Fig. 8, this tool allows users to compare
five different cities and visualize K-means values, this step demonstrates the ability of
the tool to integrate different urban data sets and provide the results. However, it is
essential to highlight that the results are driven by the quality & accessibility of the data.
Figure 9, theweb application, shows theAIUrbanVoids as an interactive app. The overall
idea is to provide a platform where the user can manipulate, filter, and understand the
geographical relationship and connections within the city by using K-means clustering.
This web interface can help policymakers, architects, and urban designers to evaluate
and understand the city’s behaviour and provide a better design response. It is essential
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Fig. 7. Data visualization and analysis.

to highlight that the results can vary based on the quality and the data input; this is what
is essential to improving and maintaining open data sources. Finally, this web interface
can be used in strategic urban Planning&UrbanDesign phases by private or government
entities to understand current urban conditions better and provide strategic projects for
multiple urban contexts.

Fig. 8. K-means results from comparison and visualization.

6 Future Research Direction

With the evolution of today’s cities and with Urban big data, there is a need for new
efficient models more than the traditional static models. Moreover, more efficient ML
techniques allow for more helpful data processing. Thus, intelligent urban planning
could benefit from creating a smart city. The future work coming out of this research
applies to the K-means clustering method of proximity to healthcare. For instance, the
correlation approach considering road networks and trips from each park can correlate
parks’ mutual attractiveness rather than generic distance. Additionally, developments
might come from creating 3D urban forms based on the results of clusters.
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Fig. 9. Web application AI urban voids. (https://city-lab.wixsite.com/urbanvoids).

7 Conclusion

This research has presented very positive results in breaking down the workflow between
urban indicators analysis and machine learning. Moreover, this study can be considered
a workflow for further exploration by linking open data sources to a web interface to
unveil hidden urban relationships that can improve urban accessibility for certain uses.

Open data sources and computational skills are the major limitations to developing
urban tools that can integrate large data sets. Nevertheless, despite the disadvantages
above, understanding urban centres and open data sources provide a benefit that opens
the possibility to integrate Computational Design & Artificial Intelligence processes.

Moreover, this workflow demonstrates the different limitations tools can have when
handling large data sets. Python and Osmx libraries open the way to manipulate large
data sets that benefit multiple urban communities. There is an opportunity to com-
plement, improve and create new/existing large open-source datasets that can test and
inform design processes. Google places+OSMdatasets are often driven by commercial
applications, neglecting non-marketable areas and spaces still important for the city.

The process allows users a new series of opportunities, but the question about real-
case applications in the urban area remains, who could benefit from this, and how can we
make better cities with it? The deployment of the application provides an understanding
of a new possibility of making AI accessible for urban designers, planners, developers,
and policymakers. However, sufficient back-end work has to be done to integrate the
urban data, machine learning processes and its definition in data visualization platforms.
Since the data used now is entirely open source and theworkflow completely established,
the next step is to make this available for every city and minimize the computation to be
accessible. Finally, this study has demonstrated the importance of using computational
design methods in urban matters; this allows the creation of new tools that can improve
urban analysis phases that will result in better design decisions & urban policies that can

https://city-lab.wixsite.com/urbanvoids
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improve urban communities. The resulting data from this project can be used as a base to
identify & allocate future urban density by providing an interconnected city; moreover,
it can be used as a planning tool to re-interpret land zoning by local governments.
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